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1.  INTRODUCTION

The 16th Conference of  the Parties to CITES held in Bangkok in 2013 had decided  to

classi:fy Angola  among the countries "of  importance to watch" in connection  with  illicit

trafficking  in ivory, in particular  owing to indications  that the country  had become  part

of  a transit route for ivory  and to the lack of  inforination  on this trade, but also because

of  its significant  domaktic market. hi addition, the CITES report  indicated  that  a number

of travelers from Luanda were apparently arriving at international  airports  carrying
ivory  items.

The 65thmeeting of the CITES Standing Committee held in Geneva  in July  2014

decided that the countries "'of  importance to watch "should  each prepare  a National
Ivory  Action  Plan  (NIAP).

In that regard, Angola  prepared the detailed first action plan to determine  elephant

population  numbers unit's  national territory  and also the animals' transhnmance  routes.

This action  plain  was revised and resulting  in the present Action  Plan  2018-2020.

In the meantime, an inventory  of  the quantities of  ivory  seized has been  perfortned  at

national  level and its results communicated  to the CITES Secretariat in  October  2014.

It should be noted that the possession, transportation  and sale of  ivory  are prohibited  in

Angola, but that current law does not calize  such actions, keeping them simply  as
offences  punishable  by  a fine.

This National  -Ivory Action  Plan includes steps to be taken as well as indicators  for

measuffig  the impact  in the areas of  poacg,  seizures of  ivory,.penalties  and sentences
applied,  and so on.

2. PROCESS  OF DEVELOPING  THE  NIAP

Development of the National Ivory  Action  Plan, NIAP, was based on technical

consultative  meetings intended to assist in the completion  of  the questionnaire  on the

evaluation of  the Govemment's  capacity for conserving elephants and combating  ivory
trafficking  in  Angola.

The meetings were orgarffied  by the Ministty  of  the Environn'ient,  with'participation  by

representatives of  the Ministries  of  Agriculture,  Trade, the Hotel Trade and Tourism,

Foreign Affairs,  Fisheries, the Interior, Justice and Human Rights, National  Defense,

the Attorney  General, NGOs and other actors concemed with  iSsues of  biodiversity

The questionnaire  for  the revised NIAP  was based on Seven (7) Pillars  and 46 activities

which were created on the basis of the information  available and the ability  of  the

country to implement  this plan, making due allowance for the revised budget for  the
year  2018.

The  various  contibutions  were  compiled  into  the text  ensbrining  the  Revised  NIAP.

The final version was exatnined by the Environment Secretary of State and approye4j'  €
the Minister of Environment of Angola. ,ir'{.6:-]



As the NIAP  is a Government-level  document,  it was submitted  for  approval  by  the

National  Multi-sector  Commission  for  the  Environment,  comprising  all  of  the mii'iistries

concen'ied  with  biodiversity  and  the management  of  natural  resources,

At  the same time,  expert  meetings  were  in progress  to examine  the best way  to

implement  the revised  NIAP  and  ways  to mobilize  resources.
"%

3.  IMPLEMENT  ATION  OF  THE  REVISED  NIAP

Implementation  of  the present  NIAP  will  be undertaken  through  joint  Endeavour  of

various  Angolan  Governrnent  Ministries  charged  with  management  of  wild  fauna  and

flora,  including  the  Ministry  of  Environment  (DNB,  SNF  and INBAC);  the  Minishy  of

Agriculture  (DNF  and IDF);  the Ministy  of  the Hotel  Trade  and Tourism  (DNFT);the

Minishy  of  Justice  and Human  Rights;  the Minimy  of  the Interior  (Taxation  Police

Force,  Economic  Affairs  Police  and Border  Guard  service);  the Ministry  of  Defense  (air

force,  navy  and regular  army);  the Ministy  of  Finance  (Department  for  Management  of

Fiscal  Administration  -Customs);the  Ministry  of  Fisheries  (National  Institute  for

Artisanal  Fishing,  Investigation  Institute  of  Fisher);  the Ministry  of  Trade;  the  Ministry

of  Culture  and other  authorities  such as the Extcmal  Intelligence  Service  and the

National  Intelligence  and Security  Service  -SINSE-

The  Minister  of Environment  invites  other  Ministers  to  appoint  a permanent

representative  on the Technical  Commission  for  the Implementation  of  the Revised

NIAP.

The Ministry  of  Environment,  through  the DNB,  and CITES  Management  Authority

will  coordinate  implementation  in cooperation  with  its regular  partners  in  the National

Commission  for  tbe  Tmplementminn  of  the  NIAP.  The  Commission  will  meet  four  times

a year,  or  as necessary,  to develop  progress  reports  with  recommendations  for  agencies

and units  with  a role  in NIAP  implementation  and also to the CITES  Secretariat  to

improve  work  or revise  strategies.

4.  OBJECTIVES  OF  THE  NIAP

*  Strengthen  and coordinate  efforts  in order  to combat  illegal  ivory  trading  in

ivory  and in  other  elephant  products  throughout  the country;

*  Demonstrate  the  commitment  of  Angola  at intemational  level  to the  fight  against

poaching  and  trafficking  in  wild  animals  and  in  products  of  them;

*  Apply  the CITES  recommendations  adopted  at the 65tbmeeting  of  the Standing

Committee  held  in  Geneva  in  July  2014.

5.  BACKGROUND

According  to  IUCN  studies  from  1992,  mammals  in  Angola  are among  the  most  diverse

on  the  continent  of  Africa,  with  275 species  recorded,  including  for  example  the famous

great sable antelope(:Hippotragus niger variani), the African bush and fotffiffiia<iphants
(Loxodonta africana africana and Loxodonta africana cydotif);  m0.a.,*es4epn-'g6rtpa,



(Gorilla  gorilla),  the common  chimpanzee  (Pan  troglodytes);  the African  manatee

(Trichedms  senegalensis),the  gemsbok  (Oryx  gazella)  and more.

After  the  armed  conflict,  the large  mammals  have  returned  to their  original  ranges,  from

neighboring  countries  such  as Botswana,  Zambia,  Namibia  and the Congo.  At  the

present  time,  there  is no estimate  available  of  the elephant  population  in  Angola  as it

has not  been  surveyed, but  the  presence  of  elephants  is confirmed  in several  provinces.

In the last  few  years  there  have  been  a niunber  of  reports  of  human-elephant  conflicts

throughout  the entire  county,  with  elephants  destroying  agricultural  fields  and housing

of  the local  population,  and  killing  livestock.

However,  new  investigations  shidies  have  been  tindertaken  to improve  on knowledge  of

this  conflict,  the size of  elephant  populations  and their  migrations,  their  diets  and the

reasons  that  are bringing  elephants  into  conflict  with  local  populations.  And  to develop

the law  on the wildlife  trafficking  and human  wildlife  conflict,  while  a number  of

initiatives  have  been  implemented  to mitigate  tis  conflict.

For  example  in  Cuando  Cubango  Province  local communities  were  trained  in

techniques  to scmae away  elephants  fiom  their  fields  and communities  tbrough  the

establishment  of  local conflict  mitigation  associations.  In Cabinda  Province,  in

collaboration  with  Local  Government  and the UN  Food  and Agriculture  Organization

FAO,  an imtnuction  manual  will  be developed  to strengthen  the capacity  of  rural

communities  to reduce  this  conflict.

It  is stimated  that  an increased  ofthe  population  size  of  the  two  sub-species  of  elephants

in  Angola,  in  the North  and  south.

In  response  to the  probleffi  of  ivory  trafficking,  the sale of  ivory  items  and the lack  of

up-to-date legislation, the countt7 has already takenthe following  measures:

*  Revision  of the Criminal  Code, to cover  offences  against  the environment

including  poaching  and  trafficking  in  ivory,  with  penalties  of  up to two  years  'in

prison;

*  Approval  of  the new  Tax  Code  (Act  No.  21/14  of  22 0ctober)  under  which

offences  related  to illegal  trade  in CITES  Annex  I species  attract  a penalty  of

four  years  in.prison;

*  The Act  on Careers  and Remuneration  of  Forest  Rangers  and Ecoguards  is

before  the  National  Assembly  for  adoption,  which  will  heighten  the  penalties  for

poaching  and trafficking  in  wild  animals  and  products  ofthem.

*  The  establishment  of  a committee  for  harmonization  and biging  together  of

mansgement  related  to poaching  and wildlife  trafficking  is an initiative  that  has

been concluded  to strengthen  the control  of  ivory  in Angola  and the SADC

region.

*  The  Closure  of  the Domestic  market  on  the Ivory  sale in 2016.



REVISED  NATIONAL  IVORY  ACTION  PLAN
PRIORl'lY  ACTIONS  TO  COMBAT  THE  ILLEGAL  IVORY  TRADE

IN  ANGOLA

Key  Priority  Actions

"%+

National

Authority

Responsible

Scheduling

By  30

November

2018

By  31 Abf  -

2019

By  30 Jun

2019
By  31  0ctober

2020

Al:  Publicationofthe

new  Criminal  Code

applying  penalties  for

ces  against  the

env#onment,  including

ivorytrafficking_

Minishy  ofthe

Environment,

Minishy  of

Justice

Consideration

bythe  National

Assembly

Adoption  and

publication  in

the  Official

Bulletin

Publicity  and

implementation

Implementation

A2:Adoption  by  the

National  Assembly  ofthe

Wild  Life  and

Conservation  Areas  Act'.

MINAMB-DNB

MINAGRI

DNF

Discussion  in

the  National

Assembly

Adoption  and

publication  in

the  Official

Bulletin

Publicity  and

implementation

hnplementation

A3:  Adoption  of  the  Act

on  Careers  and

Remuneration  of  Forest,

Rangers  and  Ecoguards-

MINAMB-DNB

MINAGRI-IDF

Discussion  in

the  National

Assembly

Adoption  and

publication  in

the  Official

Bulletin

Itnplementation Implementation

A4:  Harmonization  of

the environment-related

legal  qualifications

withthe  new  Criminal

Code3

MINAMB-GJ

MINAGRI-GJ
Technical

discussions

Legal

qualifications

prepared

Adoption  and

publicity

A5:  Preparationofthe

Joint  Decree,  sponsored

by  MrNAMB,  MINF,

MTNT'I,  MINCO  and

MINADER  on import

and  export  duties

coverig  animals  and

plants"

MINAMB

MINF

MININT

MINCO

MINADER

Submission  to

the  National

Multi-sector

Commission

forthe

Environment

Adoption  by

the  Council  of

Ministers

Publication,

publicity  and

implementation

Evaluation

A6:  Exchanges  of

experience  within  SADC

in the  implementation  of

laws  covering  ces

againstthe  environment

MAMB

MnSJAGRI

MINHOTU

MININT

MINDEN

Contacts

made  with

SADC

Evaluation  of

the  impacts  of

other  countries'

experiences

Action  against

the  negative

impacts  with

other

experiences
47:  Development  of  The
National  Legislation  on
the CITE Implementation

MmAMB

MINF

MININT

MINCO

MINADER

Submission

and  adoption  by

the Ministers

Council

Signature  by

the  President

ofthe

Republic

Publication,

publicity  and

implementation

Evaluation

A8: Adoption  by the
NaUonal Assembly  of the
Wild ljfe  and Forest  Ad

MmAGRT

MIN,

Discussion  in

the  National

Assembly

Adoption  and

publication  in

the  Official

Bulletin

Publicity  and

implementation

Implementation

Bases  for

Enforcement  of

the  Law

A:

Legisl3tion

Note:

lThis  lmwill  clar

additional  protecb

2This  lm  will  gee

3The  intention  her=

Code

4This  Decree  svill  :s

.  t-.  .



Bl  :Establishment  of

prosecutors  specializing

ain crimes  against  wildlife

and  the environment  'ii*

MINAMB

MINJDH

Attorney-

General

Identification  of

the  magistrates

to  be trained

National  meeting Evaluationof

implementation

Evaluationofun

plementat-ion

B2:  Preparation  of  the

action  plan  for  increasing

awareness  ofthe

Cal  Code  and  the

legislation  on the

environment

A4mAME3

MmAGRI

MININT

. Increasing

awareness  at

provmcial  level

Evaluationofim

plementation

B3:  Implementation  of

the  ICCWC  Wildlife  and

Forest  Crime  Analytic

Toolkit

MINAMB

MINAGRI

MINHOTU

MININT

MINDEN

Establishment  of

cooperation  with

{JNODC  and

other

international

bodies

Analysis  of  the

tools

Implementation Implementation

B4:  Publicity  about

sentences  imposed  for

tmfficking  in ivory  and

products  made  from  it

DNB

INBAC

DNF

IDF

Radio,  television

andthepress

Government

website

At  municipal

and coinmunal

level

Evaluation  of

implementation

B5:  Establishment  of  a

daiabase  on sentences

resulting  from  crimes

against  the  environment

MINJDH Establishment  of

an MoU  between

MINAMB  and

MINJDH

Databases

operational

Evaluation  of

implementation

B6:  Preparation  of

periodic  reports  forthe

ETIS  database  on

seizures  of  elephant

products

DNB

IDF

mBAC

Compilation  of

information  at

national  level

Prepamtion  of  the

firstreport

Prepmation  of

the  second

report

Preparation  of

the  thirdreport

B7:  Trainer  training  in

identification  of  crimes

related  to  ivory

tt'afficking

MI'NAMB

M[NAGRI

MINHOTU

MmDEN

Ecoguards

training

estabUshmen

t, Province

ofCuando

Cubango

Training  of  the

first  group

(Environmental

administrators)

Training  ofthe

second  group

(Customs

agents)

Traig  of  the

third  group

(Police  officers

and  ecoguards)

Cl  : Preparation  of  an

action  plmi  on a way  to

involve the intelligence
services  at different

levels  in  the  fight  against

environmental  crimes

(particularly  poaching

and  trafficking  in  ivory)

in  cooperation  with  the

offices  of  the  national

intelligence  services  and

other  institutions

involved  in combating

money  launde*g.

MINAMB

MmAGRI

MINHOTU

MININT

MmDEN

Model

developed

Action  plan

designed

Implementtion

ofthe  action

plan

Evaluation  of

implementation
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B:

Charges  and

sentencing

C:

Intelligence  and

investigatory

servtces
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C2:  Evaluation  of

implementation  and

updating  of  the  protocol

agreed  among

MINAMB,

MINAGRI,

 (Customs)

and  MINDEN

on poaching  and

trafficking  in wild

animals  and  by-products

ofthem

MINAMB

MINAGRI

MINmT

MINDEN

Coordination

and evaluation

meetings

Updating  of  the

protocol  on  tbe

basis  ofthe

evaluation

Implementation

of  the  new

protocol

Implementation

C3:  Training  on

enforcement  of  the law

and  conduct  of  criminal

investigations  into

ti'afficking  in  wild

animals  in  cooperation

with  UNDOC,  Regional

INTERPOL,  etc.

MINAMB

MINAGRI

A4TNINT

MINDEN

Trainmg  of

personnel  in  the

northern  frontier

partof  the  counhy

Training  of

personnel  in  the

southern

frontier  part  of

the  countty

C4:  Consultation  with

the  Ministry  of  Finance

on ftuiding  available  to

investigate

environmental  ces

under  the  new  Cnal

Code

MINAMB

MmAGRI

MmlNT

MINDEN

Coordination

meeting

Evaluation  of

fiinding

available,  by

activ%

C5:  Exchanges  of

experience  withthe

SADC  countries  on

criminal  investigations

by  the  intelligence

semces  into

environmental  crimes

MINAMB

MINAGRI

MININT

MmDEN

Visit  to the  first

countty,  to be

identified  in

Africa

ViSit  to the

second  counhy,

to  be identified

in  Asia

C6:  Strengthening  of

cooperation  with  South

Afrim  and  Namibia  in

DNA-based

identification  of  ivory

MINAMB

MINAGRI

MININT

MINDEN

Letter  of  intent

on  identification

and  sourcing  of

ivory  through

use of  DNA

Negotiation  on

inclusion  of  riders

in  existing

agreements

Signature  and

implementation

of  the  riders

Evaluation

C7:Determining  what

stocks  of  ivory  exist  at

national  level  and

making

recommendations  to

MINAMB

MINAGRI

M[NTNT

M[NDEN

National

coordination

meeting  to

develop

suggestions  on

Inventories  and

preparation  of

Reports.

Implementation  of

the

Evaluation  of

the  new  stocks,,-
.ia  a s,+ .ab  ..a _  I.," '1 x,3 ii}0'-,-

ya  ., % )  

1  I'  a
f. -,_;'tf  , .,'

4 t,  )  ." )  '  .,) ,4  ,..

al-  

Preparation  of

-the,$al  Report
6i9ngola's

,Natio6Jjvory
':f>t6ek  '-=. :.,

Intelltgence  and

investigatory

services



improve  management  of

them

improving

management  of

stocks

recomtnendations

DI:  Creationofthe

National  Commission  for

the  Implementation  of

the  NIAP,  comprising

focal  points  of  the  '%'

various  Ministties

involved  in  the

implementation  of  the

Plan

MINAMB

MINAGRI

MININT

MTNDEN

 Attorney-

General

SINSE,

SIE

Creation  of  the

Commission  on

the  NIAP  and

preparation  of  its

statutes

Evaluation  of

progress

Evaluation  of

progress

Evaluation  of

progress

D2:  Presentation  ofthe

NIAP  to  publiC  and  privaie

institutions  and  to  NGOs

with  the  aim  of  facilitating

their  participation  and  the

implementation

Customs

IDF

INBAC

Border

police

Preparation  of

cooperation

model

Coordination

meeting

Adoption  of  the

Agreement

Implementation

D3:  Cooperation  xvith  the

SADC  Secretariat  in  the

sharing  of  infomiation  on

ivory  trafficking  and  the  use

ofthe  intelligence  services

in  combating  environmental

crime

SADC

Secretariat,

Customs

IDF

INBAC

Border

police

First  meeting Second  meeting

D4:Discuss  issues  relating

to  ivory  trafficking  within

the  Bilateral  Commission

on  Defence  and  Security

invo]ving  neighbouring

countries,so  as to improve

cross-border  cooperationin

combating  ivory  trafficking

Members  of

the

Commission

on  Defence

and  Security

Submission  to

the  Commission

Secretariat  of  the

request  for

discussion  of

these  issues

Evaluation  of

the  discussion

Report  on  the

activities

iuidertaken

D5:0perationa]ization

oftbe  Interministerial

Commission  to  combat

environmental  crimes

and  the  Unit  for

Combating  a
Environmental  Ces,

which  includes  the

Ministries  of

Environment,

Agriculture,  Interior,

Finances,  Transport  and

Fisheries.

Members  of

the

Intemiinisteri

al

Commission

to  combat

environmental

crimes.

Implementation Implementation {mplementation Implementation

D6:  Establiscntofthe

Ivory  Seizure  Task  Force

composed  of  specialists

from  the  Criminal

Invesiigation  Services

(SIC),  Customs  and  the

Ministiy  of  the

Environment,

Agriculhire.

CITES

Management

Authority  at

theA/Iinistry

of

Environment(

Coordinater),

Agriculture,

Cinal

Investigation

Services

(SIC),  Poliz

and  Customs.

Submission  of  the

fu'st  report  to  the

CITES  Secretariat

Submission  of  the

report  to the  CITES

Secretariat  and

publicity  at  the

Naiional  level

Submission  of  the

report  to the

CI"IES

Secretariat  and

publicity  at the

National  level

Submission  of  the

report  to the

CITES  Secretariat

and  publicit'  at

the  National  level

D:

Naffonal  and

intecnational

cooperation  in

combating

wndlife  crime

D:

National  and

international

cooperation  in

combating

wildlife  crime



D7:Technical  group  for  the
stockpiles  inventory
composed  by SIC,
Customs, Minishy of
Agricuthtre and
Environment

Minishyi'of
Environment

Conduct

inventory  of

stockpile

Inventory

continues
Inventory

continues  at

National  Level

Inventory

continues  at

national  level

D8: Cooperation  in t he
formation  of Ranger  of
National  Parks with South s,

,Africa,  Portugal  through
Wildlffe  College.

Minishy  of
Environment,
with support of
UNDP through
GEF Funding

D9: Cooperation  with Stop
Ivoryonthe  inventoryof
iVOr5/. .

Minishy  of
Environment
aThrouht CriES
Management
Authority

El  : Develop  and

implement  the  action

p)anf  or  strengthening  of
surveillancein  priority

consenation  areas  for

elephants  (National

Parks  of  Maiombe,

Luiana,  Mavinga,

Bicuar)  and  in the

Dembos  regions  in
Bengo  Province

INBAC

IDF
Plan  drawn  up Implementation Implementation Implementation

E2:  Establishment  of  a
National  Sutveillance

Corunications

Network  (HP  network)

MmAMB

MINAGRI

MININT

MINDEF

Procurement  of

authorizations
Start  of

operationalization

of  the  system

Implementation Implementation

E3:  Establishment  of

MoUs  between  the

Maiombenational  parks

and  equivafent  locations
in  the  DRC  and  the

Congo  in  the  noith,  and

between  those  of

Mavinga  and  Luengue  -
Luianaandthose  of

Namibia,  Botswana  and
Zambia  in  the  south,

covering  poaching  and  '
ivory'h'afficking  -

MINAMB

MIREX

MININT

MINAGRI

MINHOTU

R

Letter  of  intent Coordination

meeting  and

preparation  of  the

document

Signature  of

MoUs
Implementation

,E4:  Draw  up and

implement  a joint  action

plan  for  enforcement  in

order  to ehminate  the

sale  of  ivoiy-based  craft
objects  in  national

markets

MINAMB

MINCULT

MINHOTU

R

MINCO

MINTNT

Coordination

meeting  to

develop  the

action  plan

Implementation  of

the  joint  action

plan

Implementation

of  the  joint

action  plan

Evaluation  of

theresults  ofthe

implementation

of  the  action

plan

E5:  Enhancement  of
monitoring  and  raising

awareness  of  passengers

at Luanda  International

%ort  concerning the
removal  of  ivory-based

craft  oh;jects

MINAMB

MINrNT

MINHOIIJ

R, MINCUL

MINFAN-

AGT

NGOs

Production  of

awareness-

raising

materials

(posters  and

brochures)

Implementation Evaluation

E6:  Strengthening  ofthe

capacity  for  monitoring

removals  of  ivory  at the
pom,  border  posts  and

MINAMB

MrNFAN-

AGT,  CFB

rdentification  of

priority  points

Creation  of

identification

capacity

(equipment,

Implementation

aa'z"a'  aaa %-  .  %
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Evaluation

"i.

".-l,'s,

E:  Operational-

ization  of

strengthened

enforcement

measures



international  train

stations.

personnel,  etc.)

Fl:  Cooperation  with

NGOs,  radio  and

television  in  the

dissemination  of

information  on  the
environmental  laws  and

sentences  resulting  from

environmental  crimes

Environment

al  NGOs;

Public  and

private

television;

National  and

local  radio

stations;

Press

Publicity Publicity Publicity Publicit

F2:  Workshop  with

tourism  operators,

market  operators,

' municipal  administrators

and  hotels,  to

disseminate  information

on the  penalties  for

traffickers  or  purchasers

of  ivory

MINAMB

MINAGRI

MINFTOTU

R

Tourism

operator!i

and

managers

National

Workshopin

Luanda

Regional

Workshopm

Cuando  Cubango

RegionalWorks

hopin  Cabinda

RegionalWorks

hopin  Moxico

F3:  Preparation  of

awareness-raising

materials  covering  the

prohibitions  on  trade,

possession,  expoit  and

import  of  ivory,  for  use

at  airports,  ports,

stations,  Angolan

' embassies,  etc.

Environment

al NGOs;

Public  and

private

television;

NationaJ  and

local  radio

stations;

Press

Preparation  of

awareness-

raising  materials

and  publicity

Implementation Implementation Implementation
and evaluation

' F4:  Awareness-raising

and  environmental

education  lectures  in

: the  provinces  of  Malanjc

and Cangandala,

Namibe,  Buco-Zau,

Cabinda  and  Huambo.

Minishy  of

Environment

througt

Environment

Education

Deparhnent

Environmental

Education

Continue

Environmental

Education

Contmue

Environmental

Education

Continue

Environmental

Education

Continue

F5: weekly  program  on

the  Public  Tevision  of

Angola  (TPA),  channel

"Life  on Planet"  on
Environment  protection

Specially  on the

poaching  and ivory

trafficking.

Minishy  of

Environment

and.  the

Public

Tevision  of

Angola  (TPA)

, channel "Life
on Planet'

F6: Weeklyenvironmental

eduaimontheLuandaRadio

Channel(radio  LAC)

progi'arn  "Ondanahiral".

Miof

Enland

Luaixh

au'inel(radio

T_.AC)
program

"Onda
natural'.
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F:Cotmnunieati

on  and

awareness-

raising



F7:  Commemoration  of

environmental  dates

"%,

Minishy  of

Envirotiment

and

Angolan

Midea

Commemoration

of  environmental

dates  with  radio

and  television

lectures  at

national  and

local  level  (22

May  and  5

June).

Commemoration

of  environmental

dates  with  radio

and  television

lectures  at

national  and  local

level  (22  May  and

5 June).

Commemoratio

n of

environmental

dates  with  radio

and  television

lectures  at

national  and

locl  level  (22

May  and  5

June).

Commemoratio

n of

environmental

dates  with  radio

and  television

ledures  at

national  and

local  level  (22

May'and  5

June).

Gl:  Anually  Report  on
the  Ivory  Inventory
Export,  and  import

CITES

Management

Authority  at

the  Ministry

of

Environment

Submission  of
the  Report  on the
Ivory  Inventory

2016-2017_

Reports

submission

Continue.

Reports

submission

Continue_

Reports

submission

Continue.

G2:  Report  n the

Poaching  in the

pmtected  and  in other

open  areas  by  the

Environmental  Crime

Unit

Environment

al Crime

Unit  at  the

Minishy  of

Environment

, src_

G3:  Annual  Report  on

the  Import  and  Export  on
the  CITES  Specirnens_

CITES

Management

Autbority  at

the  Minister

of

Environment

Submission  of
the  Annual

Report  on the
Import  and

Export  on  the
CITES

specimens

2016..

G:Reporting



6. Impact  of  the  implementahon  of  priority  actions  under  the  Action  Plan

Bases  for  enforcement  of  tlie  law Indicators Verification  procedures

A:Legislation
Initial  drafts  published  in  the  Official

Bulletin

National  Printing  Office

B:  Charges  and  sentencing Comparison  of  the  records  of  criminal

matters  resulting  in  sentencing  and  records

of  criminal  matters  that  were  dismissed

M!NJDH  databases

Annual  Report  of  the  intel)igence

SerVlces

C:}ntelligence  and  investigatory  services Reports  of  cases  resolved  on  the  basis  of

information  supplied  by  the  intelligence

services

D:National  and  international  cooperation  in

combating  wildlife  crime

Memorandum  of  Understanding  signed  and

harmonization,  through  reports,  of

monitoring  teclmiques

Report  of  the  Commission  for  tlie

Implementation  of  the  NIAP

E: Operationalization  of  tlie  strengthening  of

enforcement  measures

Number  of  checks  carried  out  at the  airport,

pom  and  borders

Report  of  the  Customs  and

Taxation  Administt'ation

F:Communication  and  awareness-raising

I

Number  of  points  with  information  for

raising  of  awareness  on  the  prohibition  on

' the  trade  in ivory

Repoit  of  the  Commission  for  the

Implementation  ofthe  NIAP

G:  Reporting
hiformation  on  the  Stockpiles  existing  in

the  Counhy  and  a numbers  of  export  and

import  on the  (jTES  Species

Report  on  the  Inventory  of

stockpiles.

Oaal'


